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 COMMUTER CANDIDATES
 

Isaac Helland 
Commuter Candidate 
Students are only just starting to realize how important their 
representation to the administration is -funding for clubs and activities, 
official policy matters, and student representation are all critical roles 
played by ASB. Senators need to be ready to lead the charge in 
promulgating ideas that will guide the campus for years to come. 
Those who know me will tell you that I've never been shy about my 
opinions or about standing for what is right, and as the commuter 
senator, I will boldly stand for the interests of commuters and of the 
student body to maintain Corban's commitment to excellency, our fun-
loving campus, and the collective interest we all take in fostering a 
Jesus-centered community. 

 
 

Matthew Rawlins 
Commuter Candidate 
I understand what it means to be a commuter, the ins and outs, the 
struggle and the advantages. 
I can effectively communicate our (commuter) needs on behalf of my 
peers. 
I am a team player, great at the idea/brainstorm process. 
I am great at listening and being an advocate. 
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BALYO/DAVIDSON 

 

Josiah Araki 
BaD Candidate 
I want to be a Senator in order to get a hands-on experience 
with leadership and to have a chance to gain a better 
understanding of how Student Government in Corban works. As 
a Political Science Major, I'm looking for as many opportunities 
as possible to gain experience in teamwork, problem-solving, 
and community outreach.  
 
 
 

 
 

 

Juan Arriaga Juarez 
BaD Candidate 
I want to be a senator because I want to represent my brothers and 
sisters of Baylo/Davidson. As a senator, the needs of my brethren will 
be at the top of my priorities. My heart is filled with passion for 
serving and helping others. 
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Sarah Falardeau 
BaD Candidate 
As senator, I will strive to be an approachable figure who 
believes in supporting the visions that both the men and women 
of The B.a.D. community hold. I want to be available to listen 
and engage with others to see these ideas come to life. I will be 
working daily to better the Corban community, so that others 
may be represented and heard. I am dedicated to put in more 
work than is required of me to ensure that the majority of 
Corban’s students and faculty are happy with a solution. From 
my experience as team captain for high school basketball and 
track, I realized how important it is for leaders and followers to 
be on the same page. I plan on unifying Corban's faculty and 
student body to resolve important issues we face during the 
2018-19 school year. 

 
 

Brendan Fugere 
BaD Candidate 
My calling in this life is to stand up for what is good and fight so 
that other people may be heard in politics. I would be honored 
and thrilled to have that opportunity here and now at Corban to 
represent you and make sure that your opinion matters. 
 

 
 
 

 
Tacie Gerdes 
BaD Candidate 
College is a place where people can redefine themselves the 
way they want. I am outgoing, but was defined as timid by 
former classmates. I am caring, although people never noticed; 
and I am confident, even though I was dubbed as the girl afraid 
of her shadow. I want to show people who I truly am, and I 
believe being a senator can do that. On a side note, I love to 
cook, and I love caring for my community through that. (If 
anyone wants me to make them anything, I will. Just as long as 
you bring me the ingredients). 
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Zurisadai Herrejon Gonzalez 
BaD Candidate 
To be Senator would be the opportunity to serve and listen to 
my fellow mates like and unlike me. It would be vocalizing the 
ideas, concerns, and opinions of Balyo and Davidson. It would 
be a pleasure to represent them and meet them all! If elected 
Senator, my door will always be open to new solutions and 
ideas. 

 
 

Keiko Miyasato 
BaD Candidate 
I am a Senior credit wise, a Junior grade wise, a Sophomore in 
the Education Department, and a Freshman emotionally. 
Corban has given me the ability to relate to most students 
because I don't really know what's going on half the time but I 
still pull it together and use my leadership skills to listen to the 
needs of others and give them a voice. 
 
 
 

 
 

Emanuel Montanez 
BaD Candidate 
As a student athlete living within the Baylo/Davidson Housing 
Complex, for a 3rd consecutive year, I have interacted with 
students and athletes alike. Throughout various communication 
exchanges I have had the opportunity to hear and express 
various opinions and honest judgments of their opinions of 
Corban. As a Senator, the opportunity to act as an advisor to 
the Student Trustees, and Board Staff would allow me to reach 
out to students and gather information on their concerns and 
acting in their best interest, balancing and vetting school 
executive decisions ultimately advocating for the student voice. 
For many incoming students and even returners, it was the 
welcoming, friendly, honest environment of Corban University 
that brought them here. I see this as an extremely vital asset in 
which I want to serve, and continue the tradition through 
representing those within the Baylo/Davidson area. As a 
determined, goal oriented, approachable, social student athlete, 
I see this as an opportunity for not myself but for the community 
of Baylo/Davidson to continually to build and construct a 
community that will strive for years to come. 
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Alicia Uchytil 
BaD Candidate 
I love Corban! With anything though it can always be improved 
and become better. That is why I want to be senator so that I 
can make the place I love even better.  I want to listen to 
everyone and hear their ideas on how we an make Corban 
better. I want to make sure that all of the student voice is heard. 
I want people to feel like their ideas are being heard and 
considered.   
 
 

 
 

Austin Zahn 
BaD Candidate 
I would like to be a senator to represent my dorm as best I can 
and to also grow as leader.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PVG 
 
Abby Samkutty 
PVG Candidate 
Something that has always stood out to me about PVG is the 
overwhelming sense of community. I never thought I would find 
a second place I could without hesitation consider my home. I 
would feel extremely privileged and humbled to represent my 
PVG family as their senator. I’m so excited for the opportunity 
to foster community as we seek to become more like Christ. I 
love people and I love listening! I would feel honored to have 
people come to me with their ideas and suggestions, no matter 
how crazy you may think it is! My RA introduced me to the 
seemingly bizarre idea of Nutella burgers: a cheeseburger with 
Nutella and bananas on it. I was shocked by how much I liked 
it, and now I am a strong advocate for them! I would feel 
incredibly blessed if I were to be a voice for your unique ideas, 
just like Nutella burgers! I look forward to seeing what God has 
in store for PVG this year. Thanks for your consideration! 
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Christopher Still 
PVG Candidate 
I want to be senator because I believe this is a great opportunity 
to get to know the amazing people of PVG better, and help 
make this year great! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Emily Toombs 
PVG Candidate 
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood… and I took the one less 
traveled by, and that has made all the difference. – Robert 
Frost. In this life that we live there are many different choices 
we can make, some good some bad. But whichever choice we 
make, we are heading down that road. I as a person have 
made many choices, not all of which I am proud of. But each 
one has helped me see who I am in Christ and what he is 
leading me to. This position in Senate is another one of those 
choices in my life. It’s a choice that whichever way it goes will 
help me grow and mature. As a future Elementary Educator, I 
wish to gain as much leadership, and communicative abilities 
as I can to help better myself not only for my life, but the lives of 
the children I will be ministering to. Any position of authority or 
power to have a positive outcome requires mental strength, 
emotional communication, and knowledge of the highest 
authority. If I am elected, these are the values that I will hold 
myself to 
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FARRAR/AAGARD 
 

Hallie Banta 
Farrar/Aagard Candidate 
It would be my pleasure to serve the Aagard community as a 
representative in the larger context of Corban University. I 
would like to meet and connect with people living in other dorm 
areas as well as commuters. As a senator, I would like to find 
out what interests, values, and needs my fellow Aagardians 
have. Serving in this way is an opportunity to make a difference 
on the campus for the students. 
 

 
Julia Basarab 
Farrar/Aagard Candidate 
I want to be a senator because it gives me a chance to 
advocate for student involvement. As a freshman, it is easy to 
get caught up in the fear of speaking out. But I want my fellow 
freshman and everyone else to know that they have a voice that 
is meant to be heard. Through participating in sports/work 
teams, I’ve learned how to communicate properly and listen to 
people to work together in the best way possible. 
 
 

 
 

Kelton Hedstrom 
Farrar/Aagard Candidate 
Jesus told His disciples the world would know them by their love 
for one another (John 13:35). If elected a Corban University 
senator (or not), my goal is to sponsor and nurture a community 
known by and for its love. Being a senator is something I see 
as an incredible opportunity and responsibility, one I would be 
honored and excited to fill. Corban is more than a college I 
attend... It is my home, our home. To better this community is a 
task every person should take on as their own. It is a challenge 
I embrace. If elected, I will strive to lead through both action 
and example towards making Corban a living example of John 
13:35: abundant in love, overflowing with joy, alive in Christ. 
Together, we can achieve this. 
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Andrew Sagert 
Farrar/Aagard Candidate 
The student body must be represented on campus. Last year 
the administration decided unilaterally without the consent of 
the student body to change the housing policy to only allow four 
year students to live off campus. After hearing Aric Wood's 
rousing speech last year during ASB elections I was inspired to 
become a strong voice for the student body. The administration 
for too long has ignored your voice! If elected senator for 
Fraagard I will let your voice be heard in the Senate! In the past 
couple of years the Fraagard community has been ridiculed by 
the rest of campus, as your Fraagard representative in the 
Senate I will fight to promote a better sense of unity for not just 
Fraagrad but across this entire campus as a whole. 

 
 

Andrew Stevens 
Farrar/Aagard Candidate 
I’m running for senate because I care deeply about Fraagard 
and want to do whatever I can to help both the people of 
Fraagard and the rest of the student body. I would be proud to 
represent Farrar in the senate this year. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Malia Suppan 
Farrar/Aagard Candidate 
I want to get more involved with the Corban community and I 
feel like the Senate would be a good fit for as I want to support 
my form and the residents there any way I can. 
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Jade Venegas 
Farrar/Aagard Candidate 
I am confident I will be a great senator for Aagard because I am 
passionate about wanting to represent our Aagard family. I want 
to be a voice for Aagard and I want to be loud about it. I want to 
dedicate my time to events and to representing the people at 
Aagard!! 
 
 

 
TOWNHOUSES 

 
Kaitlyn Arnold 
Townhouse Candidate 
Hey friends! I am looking forward to my final year at Corban and 
I would love the opportunity to be the voice of the townhouses. 
By now you have probably seen my face on campus at some 
point, but if you have not, know that I am so excited to serve. 
Serve the Lord, serve others, and serve the townhouses as 
your 2018-2019 senator. We are all different, each created as a 
masterpiece, bringing many things to the table and I welcome 
the chance to combine ideas, talents, and anything else that 
would bring us together as a body of believers making the 

community of the townhouses a family. Given the task, I look forward to serving the townhouses 
as our voice in ASB, making this year great, and getting to know all of you better! 
 
 

MULTI-CULTURAL 
 

Oai Kenelak 
Multicultural Candidate 
I want to be a senator in order to be like a connector between 
International students and Corban. I want to share to Corban 
what International students need that Corban is supposed to 
provide. mostly, speak out for international students and if 
possible, give suggestion to Corban as well. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  


